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'My invention relates generally to electronic cir 
cuits, and, more particularly, to electronic switch 
ing circuits. 

' ‘As an object of my invention I wish to provide 
a gating-circuit which will pass a desired signal 
only, with no part of the gating voltage appear“ 
ing as a pedestal in the circuit’s output. 

‘ It is another object of my invention to provide 
aigating. circuit in which the desired signal’ is 
reproduced in the output thereof with high gain 
and without compression of the signal in its low 
amplitude range. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a 

gating circuit in which the gating voltage is ap 
plied to a balancing network interposed between 
the signal receiving elements thereof and the 
output terminals in such-manner that no com 
ponent of the gating voltage appears in the out 
put. . 

As' another object of my invention, I wish to 
provide a method and apparatus for gating a 
signal which limits the action of the gating volt~ 
age employed substantially to that of initiating 
electron ?ow. 
Still another object of my invention is to pro 

vide an electronic circuit comprising a signal 
channel and a gating voltage channel, both of 
which are interconnected in such a manner that 
a double loop circuit- is formed, one loop of which 
provides a bucking voltage equal in magnitude to 
the fraction of the gating voltage applied to the 
circuit’s switching means, so that the net gating 
voltage appearing in the output of the circuit is 
equal to zero. ' ' 

_' It is a further object of my invention to pro 
vide a- gating circuit in which the signal input 
and output is unbalanced to ground, and in which 
the signal is gated with a gating voltage through 
a balanced switching network in such a manner 
that the value of the gating‘ voltage in the output 
of the circuit is equal to zero. 
Another purpose of my invention is to provide 

an electronic switching circuit which may be used 
as a rejection gating circuit. ' 

It is also a-purpose of my invention to provide 
a switching circuit responsive to a gating voltage 
which. in addition to providing a voltage for 
operating the switching elements of the circuit, 
will also supply a biasing voltage thereto. 

_ As another object of my invention, I wish to 
provide a gating circuit having ungated signal 
receiving terminals, gated signal output termi 
nals .and a switching circuit interposed between 
the input terminals and output terminals which 
isresponsive to a balanced gating voltage applied 
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2.’ 
in such manner that it does not appear in the 
output ofgthe circuit. 
Other objects of my invention will become ap 

parent as the description proceeds. ' 
In carrying out my invention in a preferred 

embodiment thereof, I provide a circuit upon 
Whose input terminals are impressed ungated sig 
nals, among which is the desired signal to be 
passed. From this point they are delivered to 
a balanced bridge circuit whose four arms are 
made up of unilateral current-conducting ele 
ments, such as diodes, so as to form a switching 
circuit. Across one pair of terminals of the bridg 
ing circuit is impressed the gating voltage which 
is received from a pulse transformer in synchro 
nization with the signal which is to be passed by 
the gating circuit. 0n the other terminals of the 
switching circuit are respectively connected the 
aforementioned signal receiving means and the 
gated signal output means. The gating voltage 
appearing across the bridge circuit renders the 
normally non-conducting unilateral current con 
ducting elements conducting, thereby permitting 
the passage of the desired signal across the bridge 
circuit. The switching means being arranged as 
a balanced bridge balances the gating voltage to 
ground,v and no part of the same appears in the 
signal output of the gating circuit. 
In a modi?cation of my invention I provide 

a similar circuit which employs a plurality of 
impedance matching devices between which is in 
terposed a single unilateral current conducting 
device connected to operate as the switching por 
tion of the circuit, A gating voltage is impressed 
across this device to make it conducting during 
the period of reception of the desired signal. 
The gating voltage circuit is so arranged that two 
loops are formed, one of which supplies a buck 
ing voltage equal to the gating voltage. This 
limits the'action of the gating voltage to that 
of ?ring the switching tube and thus prevents 
it from appearing as any part of the‘signal which 
is passed by the gating circuit. 
In a third embodiment of my invention I ar 

range a circuit which, unlike the previous two 
modi?cations mentioned, balances the signal to 
ground. This ?rst function is accomplished by 
passing the ungated signals through an imped 
ance matching device to the primary winding of 
a pulse transformer whose secondary is connected 
to balance the signals to ground. From the sec 
ondary winding 'of the transformer the signals 
are fed to a plurality of unilateral current con 
ducting elements which are connected for bal 
anced operation and which are responsive to the 
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gating voltage that renders them conducting for 
the period of reception of the desired signal. As 
in the previous two mentioned modi?cations, the 
switching elements are so connected that no part 
of the gating voltage appears in the ouput of the 
circuit. 
A more comprehensive understanding of my 

invention will vbe afforded from the following de-. 
tailed description when taken vtogether with the 
accompanying drawing in which like reference 
numerals have been used throughout to designate 
like parts, and in which 

Figs. 1A and 1B are representative character 
istic curves of an electronic valve showing ‘its 
use as an electronic gate. 

Fig. 2 is a schematic circuit diagram of a pre 
ferred embodiment of my invention. 

Fig. 3 is a schematic circuit diagram showing 
means for self-biasing the switching elements of 
the circuit shown in Fig. 2. 

Figs. 4 and 5 are circuit diagrams of modi?ed 
‘ forms of my invention, and 

Fig. 6 is a graphicshowing of acomposilte wave 
form which may be applied conveniently to any 
of the circuits shown in Figs, '2, 4 or 5 to pro 
vide negative bias for the switching elements 
thereof. . 

In various applications of ultra high frequency 
reception, such as'that of radio detection and 
ranging, it is ‘desirable to condition a receiver 
for passing selected signals only vfrom a group 
of re?ected signals. The circuit which performs 
this function is referred 'to in ‘the art as a 'fgat~ 
ing” circuit, or gate, and is responsive ‘to a volt 
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ageof a particular wave form which maybe a , 
termed as a ".‘ga'ting voltage,” also referred to 
as a “‘gate.‘” For :the purpose of ‘this descrip 
tion, however, the term “gate”‘will'be applied‘to 
the circuit which permits the passage of ‘the de 
sired signal, and ‘the ‘term “gating voltage” will 
be applied to'ithe particular wave ‘form which is 
used ‘to operate ‘the ‘gate ‘in vtimed sequence with 
the received signals so that only the desired sig 
nal is passed. ‘ 
For example, a group “of signals such ‘as 11,, ‘t2 

and i3, illustrated in Fig. 1A, may ‘.be received as 
re?ected waves ‘from a particular. object which 
a ranging circuit desires to detect and the sig 
nal I'2 only is to ‘be selected for passage through 
its receiver circuit. ‘Thus, a switching circuit P 
must be provided which will “turn on” to pass 
signal 12' and “turn off” to prevent ‘the passage 
of all other signals such as H and .13. This cir 
cuit, as stated ‘before, is called a “gate” since 
it “opens” for signal I2 ‘to “pass through” and 
closes to prevent the passage of undesired sig 
nals-I‘l and I3. , . 

In the prior art, it has been common practice 
to use a single electronic valve, with a plate .load 
resistor, as the gate and to impress upon the con 
trol gridthereof a gating voltage which will’erase 
a I?xed grid bias, make the valve conducting, and 
permit a pulse similar to the selected signal to 
go through. For example, such .an electronic .de 
vice may have a characteristic curve similar to 
that illustrated in .lA. Here the signals 
II, |?. and i3 are received 'on the :control igrid 
thereof together with the gating voltage [5 which 
is superimposed. The control grid of the elec 
tronic valve is biased beyond cut-off by the ?xed 
bias I6 applied thereto and, as illustrated, the 
gating voltage ‘pulse [.5 is synchronized to arrive 
with selected signal [2. This, in e?ect, "ele 
vates” signal £2 to a higher level, and, as :sig 
nal I4 it swings .the grid of the tube rvp?sitively 75 

4 
to produce a pulse from positive source which is 
passed through the gate to appear in the out 
put as M’, the gating voltage pulse l5 being suf 
?cient to erase a part of the bias voltage l6 and 
render the tube conducting. 

It will be noted from the ?gure that such op 
eration forces the gate to pass the signal l4 while 
operating [on the curved portion of its charac 
teristic Clll’VefWhiCh reproduces the-desired signal 
in the output circuit with very little, if any, gain, 
‘and also forces the signal to be compressed in 
the range of its low amplitude. In other words 
‘linear operation is not obtained. 
By changing the value of the ?xed bias [6 it 

'is possible toovercome this di?iculty and move 
the operating point of the valve to a point on its 
characteristic curve wherein the signal M will 
be reproduced as signal M’ with high gain, Fig. 
IE. I 

It will be noted, however, that any bias sup 
plied to the control grid of the electronic waive 
which will force the same to ‘operate-on the lin 
ear portion of its characteristic curve will, by 
necessity, cause va reproduction vofa :portion‘ of 
the gating voltage 1-5 which Will ‘appear inthe 
output voltage as va‘pedestal l6’. ‘ 
Where it is desired to pass the selected signal 

having a linear relationship between input and 
output, ‘with relatively high gain, and ‘wtihout 
the appearance of pedestals in the circuit :output 
due to the gating voltage, other ‘means must be 
employed for gating purposes. » 

These requirements are metby the circuit amus 
trated in Fig. 2 which is a preferredembodiment 
of my invention and in ‘which a'ibalance'd vswitch 
ing means 31 is employed to pass signals se 
lected from the group of ungated signals received 
on input ‘terminal 11. Under the in?uence of a 
gating voltage which is received on the primary 
winding of pulse vtransformer 39, the switching 
circuit. is rendered conducting topass the de-‘ 
sired signals to the impedance matching device 
41. . 

Element 22, illustrated as a triode, is employed 
for the‘ receiving impedance ‘matching device ‘and 
receives ungated signals from the input terminal 
IT on its grid 2| through the coupling elements 
comprising the capacitor t8 ‘and the resistor Il9._ 
Positive voltage is received on plate 23 of‘ this 
element, and ‘the cathode '24 thereof is connected 
to ground through the cathode resistor .25, I Ele-_ 
ment '22 operates as a cathode 'followerand de-v 
livers the signals received on its grid without 
inversion to input terminal 29 of ‘the balanced 
bridge circuit 531, through ‘blocking capacitor Y25! 
and resistor 28, thelatter providing a direct cur- 
rent return path for the bridge. Balanced 
switching means 3|, which comprises unilateral 
current conducting elements 32, 33, 34 and135pis 
connected to receive a gating voltage on its ter 
minals 36 and 31, from pulse transformer 39. 
Connected in parallel ‘with thesecondary'wind 
ing 42 of transformer 39 is abalancing poten- 
tiometer 43 having a grounded tap 44. This po_ 
tentiometer improves ‘the operation of the ‘cir 
cuit by balancing out vcapacitances to ground 
which may be present when transformer ‘39 ‘is. 
operated over a wide range of "frequencies. To‘ 
further assist in .balancing‘bridge '3 l, ‘a balancing 
condenser '30 is coupled between ‘terminal 31 and 
ground. I 

In order to prevent ‘the gating ‘voltage trans‘ 
former 39 from shunting some of the signals re 
ceived on the input'terminals §|1 of the "circuit 
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and amplified in element 22, series resistors 45 
and 46 are connected in the gating voltage leads 
to gating circuit 3|. 
The output of balanced switching circuit 3| 

is taken from terminal 38 and fed to an impedance 
matching circuit including electron discharge de 
vice 41 through the coupling elements 48 and 52 
to-grid 5| thereof. Positive energy is supplied 
plate 53, and cathode '54 is connected to ground 
through cathode load resistor 55. Resistor 43, 
similar'to resistor 28, also performs the function 
of a low level impedance device at the output of 
bridge '3 I. The output of the circuit is taken from 
the cathode 54 at junction point 56 and delivered 
to the output terminal 51. 

Discrimination of the bridge circuit 3| against 
undesired pulses such as H and IS in Fig. 1 de 
pends onplate-to-cathode capacities of the uni 
lateral current conducting elements 32, 33, 34 
and 35 and also on the bias potential of these ele 
mentswhen no gating voltage is supplied through 
transformer 39. Accordingly, for the purposes of 
discrimination control, means for introducing 
self-bias to these elements is provided by shunt 
resistance~capacitance portions 58, 59 and 6|, 62 
in the‘ circuit illustrated in Fig. 3, which may be 
substituted for the circuit portion of Fig. 2 shown 
above the line a--a. In this alternative circuit 
the gating voltage is supplied to the bridge 3| in 
identically the same manner as explained in con 
nection with the circuit illustrated in Fig. 2 with 
the exception that the R.-C. combinations com 
prising the capacitor 58 and the resistor 59, and 
the resistor 6| and the capacitor 62, are interposed 
respectively in the leads serving terminals 3‘! and 
36. respectively, of the bridge circuit 3|. 
In operation, the unilateral current conduct 

ing elements 32, 33, 34, and 35, comprising the 
four arms of the gate 3|, are normally cut off. 
Under the in?uence of a gating voltage which 
is received on the terminals of primary wind 
ing 4| of transformer 39 and is of such polarity 
that terminal 36 of the bridge 3| is made posi 
tive with respect to terminal 31 thereof, all four 
of these elements are rendered conducting and 
thus .they become effective as resistances for the 
duration of the gating pulse. During the time 
that the elements 32, 33, 34 and 35 are conduc 
tive. the point 38 of the balanced bridge assumes 
the same potential as that of point 29, and volt 
age variations with respect to ground at point 
29' are reproduced at point 38. Further, since the 
gating voltage is balanced to ground, no portion 
thereof will be passed from the switching circuit 
3|. to appear as a part of the gated signal on the 
output terminal 51. 
In the brief interval during which junction 36 

is maintained positive with respect to junction 
point 31, by the gating voltage supplied through 
transformer 39, unidirectional current flow is 
maintained through the two paths including se 
ries diodes 32 and 34 and series diodes 33 and 35. 
During this interval, a small potential change, 
positive or negative. at point 29 results in po 
tential'changes in the same direction at points 
35 and 31, and thus in a potential change in the 
same direction at the bridge output point 38. 
Thusas suggested in the above paragraph, the 
elements 32, 33, 34 and '35 are not employed in 
the. circuit as unidirectionally conductive devices. 
but instead are so biased as to be non-conductive 
as point 36 is made slightly negative with re 
spect to point 31, or effectively bi-directionally 
conductive as point 36 is made greatly positive 
with respect to point 31, in accordance with the 
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6 
gating voltage variations supplied through transe 
former 39. 
In this arrangement, the impedance matching 

electronic elements 22 and 41 may be useful for 
operation as a video gating circuit. The former 
element performs the function of reducing the 
effects of stray capacitances and distributed con 
stants of the source and minimizes their effec 
tiveness by operating at a low impedance level. 
The cathode follower impedance transformer 22 
may therefore be omitted from the circuit when 
the impedance requirements looking into the in 
put terminals of the circuit are of such nature 
that its use is unwarranted. Similarly, the oath 
ode follower 41 may be omitted from the circuit, 
if the application is such that a high-impedance 
load is presented to the output of the bridge 3|. 
Just as the circuit may be operated to gate a 

selected signal, it may also be operated as a re 
jection gate to suppress a selected signal or group 
of signals. To operate the circuit as a rejection 
gate simply requires a reversal of the polarity 
of the gating voltage applied by transformer 39 
to the terminals 36 and 31. 
In the modification of my invention illustrated 

in Fig. 4, I employ a cathode follower illustrated 
as 22, similar to the input cathode follower in 
the circuit shown in Fig. 2. The output of this 
element is taken from the point 26 and delivered 
to the cathode $4 of a unilateral current conduct 
ing element 63 which is illustrated as a diode. 
From the plate 55 of this element a signal received 
from point 26 is passed to the cathode coupled 
stage 14, illustrated as a triode, which has its grid 
I6 grounded as shown. Positive voltage is sup 
plied to plate T5, and the output of the circuit 
is taken from cathode 13 thereof at point 12. 
A gating voltage which is supplied to the pri 
mary winding ll of transformer 69 induces in 
secondary winding 68 a voltage having the po 
larity shown. This voltage is impressed across 
the switching element 63 through the resistors 
36 and 61. A balancing resistor 10 is connected 
to ground from point 69 as shown. In this man 
ner the gating voltage induced in secondary wind 
ing 58 of transformer 63 is conducted through 
two loops, one of which is traceable through sec 
ondary winding 68, thence through resistor 61 
and the non-linear switching element 63, thence 
through resistor 66 and back to the secondary 
winding. The second loop is traceable through 
the secondary winding 68 of transformer 63, 
across the resistor 10 to ground, thence from 
ground through a parallel combination of the 
cathode resistor 25 and the plate-to-cathode re 
sistance of tube 22, then through the resistor 66 
and back to the secondary winding of the pulse 
transformer. The values of the circuit param 
eters within these loops are not critical, but for 
correct operation the resistors 66 and ‘Ill should 
be so chosen that the gating voltage in the two 
loops will be balanced to prevent any part there 
of from appearing in the output signal at point 
12. - 

The operation of this circuit. as may be in_ 
ferred from its description. is as follows. 

element 63 renders the same conducting for the 
period of the gating voltage and thereby permits 
the passage of the signal received on input ter 
minal I‘! to the output terminal 12 of the cir 
cuit. The portion of the gating voltage which 
is traceable through the secondary winding 68 
of pulse transformer 69, resistor 10, ground, re 
sistor 25 and element 22 and back through the 

The 
gating voltage impressed across the switching 
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resistor .7 I56‘;' 153 through; the: balancing; arranges 1 
ment of resistors 66 and 19, equal to thesgatingvf 
voltage through‘ thaloop;v comprisingrthe second 
ary. winding: of: the pulse transformerr' ‘II; . the- 
resistor: 67!‘; the: switching: element 63; andrthe' 
resistor: 56%. According-137,; the potential of‘ the: 
gating: ‘voltage is: balanced torground at the point 
'IZ-..:and does notappear in-theroutputof ‘the Cir? 
cuitas any: portion-of the signali I - 

In: this embodiment of: my '7 invention,‘ thew-ele 
mental GSidu-ring: relatively-long. periods;- is so‘ 
biasedti by; the? output: voltage; of: transformer 69' 
that? the :- anode: do is- maintained» negative with " 
respectrto cathode-:64. During. these periods; a 
sncal-l'ipotential:variationrat junction‘ point-‘mire 
suits-sin no’ appreciable potential .;variation- atathe 

‘ anode‘: 65' and? point-l2; During. the‘relativelyv 
brief: gate conduction intervals; however; the 
anode» 65 is’ maintained positive with} respect‘ to 
cathode“; in accordance: with the- polarity :sym- - 
bolsshown in Fig." 4-.-- Dill‘l'IlgJiJhGSE intervals; any 
sligiht: potential . variation,-v positive or‘ negative; 
produced; at junctiompoint = 26ahrough the "action ' 
of element 22, is transmittedthrough-the element 
??ito'theoutput’junctionpointl2; - 

A; careful study» oft-the circuit; of :Fig.v 4 reveals 
that thenon-linear- resistance element 53 and’ the 
resistor; tilrform, two serieseconnected legs of av 
bridge circuit‘ between terminals ‘:2 Grand 15-9: Awhile 
resistors» 25;» and“: ‘Hi’ - a-rev two further series-con" 
nectedilegsof thebr-idge between these-terminals. 
T3181‘ gating 5 transformer 69? connected, in- series 
withpresistor ??hisprovided for applying con 
trolling ;voltage1 pulses » between‘ terminals 59 and > 
26,‘ in accordance‘ with<< which the» resistance" of 
thernon-ilinear resistance: element 63;- is varied‘ I 
abruptly from alnearly7 in?nite Value» to awrela 
tively smallresistance. 
During- periods of, application - of’ the: gating 

voltage-iot- polarity-l asshowrr in Fig; 4, the’ ele 
ment 53 is highly: conductive andsignal voltage" 
applied- across .a resistor ‘25 - producesv an output' 
voltage between-rthe‘ junctioniof-l elements“ ?s?and‘ " 
61 the! grounded junction of resistors Eda-11d; 
‘Ill: The gatingwoltage applied betweenethe op» 
posited junctiontpoints or‘ terminals’ 25 ~ and" 69 
produces substantially equal voltage drops-across 
resistors- .161 i and 78,‘ so that' substantially .-no :po 
tential- difference is produced betweenl‘termi-n'al' 
12» and- ground- due’ to the" gating" voltage" 
applications- 
In the-embodiment off~sm~y invention illustrated 

inlFig. 5,>the»'ungated signals-"are impressed upon 
thei grid 79-’ of‘ electronic- dischargewdevice»: ‘I8; 
whoseplat'eB I I receives positive ‘Voltage and :whose 
cathode; 82 -‘is.~-connect-ed topass the ‘signalsc-re-i 
ceived" onith'ez grid'r19\ of‘ this element :through'the 
coupling! elements comprising the resistor’ 83" 
an‘dfrcapacitorr?ll to‘ the primary 'windingi85" of 
thetransformer 8'5: A vsecondary winding I06‘ 
ofrtransformer ‘ 85"is balanced to‘ ground through > 
therresi-stors lilli'iand Hi5; whose‘center'point IOZ' 
is"v connected " as shown‘. The' balanced output‘ of ' 
the secondary winding is delivered to cathodes 
ID‘I‘I'and I 88;" respectively, ofiswitching‘ elements 
81*and 88'." Bias" is appli'edto these electrodes 
from'souroe ml.‘ The output‘ of each of‘th‘e 
switching elements Bland (1381s taken respective~ 
lyffom th'eiplates ??iand'sl thereof and delivered 
across the shuntresistor $5 to the primary wind‘ 
ing" 92'of pulse transformer 93; A pulse‘trans 
former 98‘is connected to induce a gatingvoltage 
inrith'e' secondaryvwinding'S'Fthereof; which is 
connected-‘in- series with the biasing source 101. 
This-‘voltagerissimpressed upon-plates 89 andi'9'Ii 

8 
of 5thenswitchingelementsl?l tanda‘a?if respectively; 
producingrequal ‘currents throughrtheseselementst 
and through plate resistors 96 snare. Thesoutt'u 
put of Y the circuit ' is taken? from outputf'termir'ral 

‘ I B9Iithrough=transtormen 93'. ‘ 

The :ungated signals: receivediomgrid:'I'9Yofele; ~ 
ment: 'I8-"are‘ ~ induced; in: the secondaryi'windingfzr 
I 0620f ‘pulse transformerB65‘whereirrtheyiarerbaltq 
an'ced'itot ground: as‘ shown. . The" switching eles 

1o mentsrt‘lzanci 88; which are'biased‘rfrom'raisourcer 
I BI; are r normally I non-conducting-rbut arecrenz» 
deredriconducting under: theain?uerrcesofftheagata 
ingsvoltagereceived' on'lthe terminals of ‘primary? 
winding; 99: of. plllSEi transformer: 98'; From: this‘: 

1 point the polarity of the gating: voltageeisrassin'em 
dicated: which; through‘ the plate? resistors; 96' 
and- 98,: applies : a positive" voltages-to?‘ tHE‘E plates; ' 
89% andi? I, respectively; of l'therswitchin'gr elements: 
8T'andi88i'? This renders theseelementsgconducts 

0;; ingiforlrthe durationiof“the‘gatingpulse totthereby; 
permit ‘thetpassage 'Ofl a‘ selected:'signalswhicl'hiss 
received“ in‘ synchronization; therewith-ii When: 

tubes 81: and~ 8t are-rendered conducting",v signal: which is‘ balanced: to. ground as : aforea 

iymentioned'appears with oppositespolarity:onzthec 
cathodes : I01" and. laser tubesy8z‘!‘ and‘: 88:1 Ins; 
this Imanner the signal is additive" t0’: theitgatirfgii‘ 
voltage flowing“ in one half" of: the} balancedi 
switching: circuit and ‘subtractive; in'. the‘? other: 

.F ‘ half. This produces apotentialrdi?erence:acrossi 
th'eireslstor. :95 whichinzturnis induced? that; 
secondary winding 94"; of‘ pulse transformer; 9-33“ 
and‘; passed toxthetoutput' terminal-t Ill?iasstlio? 
desired: signal; The'gatingr voltage; beingfba-li-v 

‘J5 vanced 'out in ‘the two’ switching-1. loopspdoesznow 
appear in the output; I 

As: previouslyv mentioned‘ in. connection": with I 
the modi?cation of v‘my: invention shoWniimFig. 2;} 
it ‘is possible.v to operate it as a “ban'di’ rejections, 

Lmlcircuiti by: simply "reversing, the: polarity:- off then 
gating. voltage impressed“. on" the. switching‘: cit-" 
cuit' 3|.- The circuits illustratedin Figs. ,4ean‘dz5i» 
may; also vJoe operated. as band rejectiomci-rcuitsn 
by‘ choosing the circuit parameters; tot apply: 
proper bias' to the 'switchinggelements"thereof? 

In- the embodiments of my- invent-ionillustratedgi. 
I have ; used a I pulse 7 transformer to changeefromi. 

aibalancedrto an'unbalancedfcircuit: It isftO‘JbB‘; 
understood; however,- that balanced :fcircuits ems-1 

5U ployin-gthe use ‘of ' tubesmay be’ employed: also? 
The-pulse transformer 'hasthe' advantagecofrres ~ 
quirin-gw no: operating, voltage and": isv simpler to? 
install: I ' 

As' stated" before; the impedance matching-r 
transformers; illustrated in- Fig; 2: as‘elements 22*‘ 
and 47 and in Fig. 3 as elements >221‘and?"T4,-imay~‘ 
her-omitted," depending upoirtha requirements of _ 
the’circuit. ' } 

In~=eachofthe embodiments of ‘my invention“ 
w illustrated; it'is possiblev that, due to the-inherent‘ ‘ 

characteristics of the switching elements used‘; a" 
small‘signal ‘voltage may be passed througlrtliev~ 
gating' branches of ‘the: circuit when the tubes are“ 
normally noneconducting. If ‘thisaction is 0b‘; 

65)" J'ect-ionable, the switching elements of"eaclr-cir= 
cuit- may be conveniently biased -by~subst'ituting<' 
a gating‘ voltage of the- wave form illustrated‘ih 
Fig: 6. Here a'wide‘negative gatingr'voltagerof“ 
the formillustrated‘as H5 is ‘mixed'iwitha‘nar= ’ 

70> row positive‘ gating voltage IItfto form-acorn"; 
posite wave I I1. 
When the gating voltage-I I'l‘is applied'ito‘thes 

switching ' elements of any of' the‘ circuits‘: illus- " 
trated; the' switching elements 1 will ‘be "biased“b‘e-= ' 

75: yond cuteoir'for'periods' represented-by" th‘e'por= ' 
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tions of gating voltage H‘! which are designated 
by the numerals H8 and H9, and the tubes will 
conduct for only such period of time as the por 
tion of the gating voltage H1 produced by the 
narrow gating voltage H6 is applied. 
Other modi?cations of my invention are, of 

course, possible, and they may present them 
selves in view of the foregoing disclosure. Ac~ 
cordingly, the recitations and representations 
herein made are to be considered as illustrative 
and in no wise in a restrictive sense, and the 
spirit and scope of my invention is to be consid 
ered of such breadth as described by the ap— 
pended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Bridge circuit apparatus for selectively cou~ 

pling a source to a load and for controlling en 
ergy transfer therebetween in accordance with 
a control voltage, comprising a non-linear re 
sistance element and a ?rst linear resistance ele 
ment connected in series between opposite junc 
tion points and forming a ?rst intermediate 
junction therebetween, two further linear re 
sistance elements connected in series between said 
opposite junction points and forming a second 
intermediate junction therebetween, means for 
intermittently applying a control voltage between 
said opposite junction points for e?ecting 
changed conductivity of said non-linear element 
during said voltage applications, means for cou 
pling a signal source to the terminals of one of 
said elements, and means for connecting a load 
between said intermediate junctions. 

2. A bridge circuit comprising a non-linear re 
sistance element and a ?rst linear resistance ele 
ment connected in series between opposite junc 
tion points, second and third linear resistance 
elements connected in series between said junc 
tion points, said second linear resistance element 
being connected to said non-linear resistance ele 
ment at one of said junction points and said third 
linear resistance element being connected to said 
?rst linear resistance element at the other of 
said junction points, means for applying a signal 
voltage across said second linear resistance ele 
ment, utilization circuit means connected be 
tween the junction of said. non-linear element 
and said ?rst linear element and the junction of 
said second and third linear elements for uti 
lization of the signal voltage coupled thereto 
through said non-linear element, and means for 
applying a controlling voltage between said op 
posite junction points for abruptly varying the 
resistance of said non-linear element. 

3. A controllable signal transmission circuit 
comprising a non-linear resistance element char 
acterized by appreciable variation of conductivity 
in accordance with voltage impressed thereon, a 
?rst resistor connected in series with said ele 
ment, control means connected to said series 
connected element and first resistor for applying 
thereto a gating voltage producing a voltage drop 
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component across said. ?rst resistor and causing 
appreciable variation of conductivity of said ele 
ment, neutralizing voltage drop means connect 
ed to said control means and including a second 
resistor connected at one end to the junction 01" 
said control means and said ?rst resistor for pro 
ducing a gating voltage drop component across 
said second resistor substantially equal to the 
gating voltage drop component across said ?rst 
resistor, current path means being provided b-e~ 
tween the end of said second resistor opposite said 
one end and the junction of said control means 
and said non-linear resistance element, means 
for applying an input signal between said non 
linear resistance element and said second resistor 
for conduction therethrough during periods of 
high conductivity of said element, and signal 
output utilization means connected to said ?rst 
and second resistors at points thereon non-adja 
cent to the connection of said resistors to said 
control means, whereby a version of said input 
signal is applied to said utilization means dur 
ing periods of high conductivity of said non— 
linear resistance element and gating voltage drop 
components in said ?rst and second resistors are 
effectively neutralized. 

4. Apparatus for selectively controlled coupling 
between a signal source and a signal utilization 
device, comprising an electrical signal source 
having ?rst and second terminals, a two-terminal 
utilization device for receiving a version of said 
signal voltage during selected time intervals, one 
terminal of said utilization means being connect 
ed to said ?rst source terminal, a non-linear im 
pedance element connected between the other 
terminal of said utilization device and said sec 
ond source terminal, a pair of impedance ele 
ments connected in series between the terminals 
of said utilization device and forming an inter 
mediate junction therebetween, and means con 
nected between said intermediate junction and 
one of said source terminals for applying a con 
trol voltage to said non-linear resistance element 
whereby the conductivity thereof may be varied 
electrically. 
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